NRCS Team,

Our work to grow our numbers is continuing. Thanks in part to your helping to spread the word, we received some great candidates for the engineer and engineering technician position bundles that closed recently. I’m writing to ask for your assistance again so that we can keep up this great hiring streak.

Last week, NRCS opened the third bundle from our recent hiring announcement, this time for Natural Resource Specialists. These team members help us focus on locally-led conservation at our agency by analyzing data and scientific studies to help balance competing public and private goals for recreational development, commercial development, and natural resource preservation.

If you know anyone who would be a good fit, I encourage you to share this announcement. As current employees, there’s no one better to promote the benefits of working here than you.
• Central: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/734834000
• Northeast: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/734845600
• Southeast: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/734858300
• West: https://www.usajobs.gov/job/734869400

Thank you for the work that you do, and for helping us to grow our team.

-Terry

Terry J. Cosby
Chief, NRCS